
PSJEMSH (PROMOTION OF FAIR AND EQUITABLE SOLUTIONS IN THE WORLD FOR THE SAFEGUARD OF HUMANITY)

                                                                                                                                                                To all the editors and officials of your structure
Hello,
I am a researcher, and I send you through this book in the link below, the result of more than 20 years of research, which show verses in support, that all the Bible verses
that do not involve unfairness nor contradiction constitute the one and only way of Jesus and all the envoys of God, and are constituted of the 5 pillars of Islam preached
by these envoys of God at their times, and these verses are in every respect in conformity with the Qur'an that reminds and complements them in all areas by showing the
injustices in an exhautive way by forbidding them to all as Jesus said John 14.26.and all the prophecies of Jesus and many sent before him in the Bible announced the
Quran and the Prophet Mohammad peace be upon them all, as you can see. This ways is also the solutions of crises remaining without solution in the world, because it
allows all the populations, organizations and heads of states, to live the highest pleasure, directly from God, creator of pleasures, if they formed to that and so to know
and follow with all the evidence, this which is just and equitable in every situation, a condition of their safeguarding after death and the resolution of misfortunes,
bankruptcies, unemployment, poverty, inflation, and social ills in this world. And apart from this, the other verses of the Bible are filled with contradiction and injustice
forbidden by Jesus and the other envoys of God, and it is these injustices that were erected in doctrine at the Council of Nicaea in the 4th century by Christianity, which
is still in force today, leading people to hell en masse, thinking they follow Jesus as they practice the prohibitions of Jesus. This book served the conversion of Christian
in 2 sessions of explanations only 1 hour each, and left without arguments all the leaders of Christianity who were confronted with his arguments, and clearly show
through the Bible that the only religion of God and of all the envoys is Islam.

How can you help us for the conversion of the world to Islam, this book allows it.
Those who act in this way are saved by God as God promised in the Quran and here is this blog that shows that conversionmassive.blogspot.com; you can make chapters
of this book in audio and video sequence and put them in the form of globally accessible website in all the most spoken languages and orient your broadcasts on this
topic towards the countries to be converted to the Islam. A great test touched us during the writing of this book, which reduced us into precariousness, preventing us from
continuing the work on this book, which is why we concentrated our efforts on its meaning which is without fault by putting its form and spelling corrections for later
when we will have the means. So we ask you to disregard that and help us to correct the form in order to make it diffusable and to act with its arguments for the
conversion of the whole world to Islam, according to your diffusion capacity by supporting us in this way so could you benefit from our next publications which are
even more convincing and touches the field of state management. thank you for your help, and here is the link to have the book. We are waiting for your help, 
Bests regards.

https://www.fichier-pdf.fr/2018/10/15/l-islam-seule-religion-de-dieu-dans-la-bible/
its blog version must be put at the same level as the book above which is more up to date. you can translate it in english by using translate butom.
for Muslims
http://voicilespreuves.blogspot.com/
for Christians.
http://interditsdejesus.blogspot.com/
http://crucifixion3000.blogspot.com

VERY IMPORTANT :  you  have  a  great  responsibility  in  this  regard  before  all  humanity  after  having  received  this  book  in  this  link  below  and  the
acknowledgment of your transmission of this only way of salvation (to preserve the populations against the catastrophe like the provisions that you take to
preserve people from natural disasters) to humanity using your means, depends your safeguard against hell and if you do not pass while you have this book in
this link below, you will stand before God all your sins and those of the whole humanity because you will have received the only way of salvation for humanity
in this book which allows the non-Muslim to convert to Islam, in this link below and you do not have not transmitted it, which is very serious before God and a
sure cause of perdition in hell unless you transmit as did all the envoys of God before you to fulfill their duty to humanity afi to be saved from hell before God.


